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The Outfield is coming to GSC

By Cathy McNamara
News Editor

News Editor

IT'S ABOUT TIME! After
32 years as secretary to seven
GSC presidents, Ms. Kirbylene Stephens has been
promoted to Special Projects
Coordinator to head a new
special projects office.
According to GSC President
Nicholas Henry, "She has
evolved into the college's
historian, protocol chief,
alumni facilitator, special
projects director, and quality
control officer. He continued,
"In my viev:, this promotion is
overdue. For many years she
has been a manager, not a
secretary."
ROMANCE IS .IN THE
AIR. GSC students and
faculty will have a chance to
put a little Romanticism back.
into their lives as GSC opens a
fall cultural series with an allRomantic piano concert and
lecture on the legacy of
Romanticism, happening on
October 8. The evening of
Romantic music by international pianist John Salmon is
free and open to the public,
beginning at 8 p.m. in Foy
Auditorium. Stephen Parrish
of Cornell University will
define themes that colored the
way 18th century Romanticists saw their world in art,
literature, music and
philosophy, and how they
influenced America's history
and culture at 4 p.m. in Foy.
WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T
EVER FIND A CAB WHEN
YOU NEED ONE! The
College Activities Board
presents two movies for the
upcoming week. Spend some
time exploring new worlds
and going where no man has
ever gone before with the crew
of the Starship Enterprise in
"Star Trek IV," showing
Saturday at 9 p.m. and
Sunday at 8 and 10 p.m. On
Wednesday at 8 and 10 p.m.,
"To Live and Die in LA." is
showing. All CAB movies will
be shown in the Biology
Lecture Hall. Admission is
just one dollar per person.
ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS OF GAMMA BETA
PHI: Meetings this quarter
will be held from 7-9 p.m. in
the Biology Lecture Hall on
Thursday, October 15 and 29
and Thursday, November 12.
For more information, call
Kathy Doyle at 764-7075.

Instate fhte week...
The GEORGE-ANNE has
added "B.C." to its comics
section.
See Page 4
Name that Goose!

See Page 3
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From left: Alan Jackman, John Spinks. and Tony Lewis are the three members in Outfield.

GSC Nursing program lands grant
By Jim Christian
Staff Writer

A $581,000 federal grant will
give Georgia Southern's brand
new master's degree in nursing
program a healthy shot in the arm,
funding the first three years of the
program to upgrade medical care
in rural areas.
The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services is awarding
the GSC nursing program $172,000
of the federal grant this fall. The
master's degree "will better
prepare nurses to take care of their
patients' needs—inlcuding the need
for a more effective health care system
in rural areas," said Joyce Murray,
Nursing Department Head.
The increasing demand for
more nurses with a master's level
education, especially in rural
areas, has paved the way for the
new master's degree program in
nursing at GSC. However,

according to Brent Robinson, a
senior in the nursing program, the
need for the family nurse
practitioner has proven to be
equally as great in rural areas.
"There are a lot of health-care professionals needed in the rural
southeast, not just nurses
with a master's degree," explains
Robinson.
Students in the program may
choose from specialties in the
family nurse practitioner or
community health fields, both with
the emphasis on taking care of
patients in the rural community.
Students selected by the Nursing
Department to receive money from
the grant will generally be
students who plan to work in the
rural southeast, according to
Murray.
"They want students in the
nursing program to serve in the

The Outfield will be performing
in concert at GSC on October 29 at
8 p.m. in Hanner Fieldhouse.
"We have two contracts sitting
on Dean Armstrong's desk,
waiting to be signed," states the
College Activities Board. The
contracts must then be approved
by Jane Thompson, advisor for
CAB.
"We got an excellent price; this
concert will be one of the last dates
The Outfield will play before going
on their European tour," according
to CAB.
The Outfield consists of three
musicians: Tony Lewis, lead singer
and base guitarist, John Spinks,
lead guitarist, and Alan Jackman,
drummer. Their debut album,
"Play Deep," sold 1.8 million
copies. The 1987-88 Tour is
promoting their new album,
"Bangin'."
Tickets for the concert will go on
sale on October 12 and are $8 for
students and $12 for non-students.
Opening for The Outfield are
Jimmy Davis and the Junctions.
The Outfield concert is one of the
many activities for students
sponsored by CAB. This year's
concert is expected to sell more
tickets than last year's REM
concert because the Outfield's
music appeals to a wider and more
diverse spectrum of listeners.

A Day for Southern on-campus
fund drive sets goal of $30,000
By Cathy McNamara

the program helps underwrite the
Honors Program," states Grant.
The GSC Foundation has set a
The fund drive provides
goal of $30,000 for its annual "A financial assistance for academic
Day for Southern On-Campus" enrichment through special
fund drive October 5-8. '"A Day for projects such as Faculty/Staff
Southern On-Campus' is an Development Grants, National
opportunity for faculty and staff to Merit Scholarships, and the Bell
participate in the growth of the Honors Program. According to
institution," claims Wil Grant, Grant, "People who contribute
associate professor of physics and money can specify in which
chairman of this year's on-campus program it will be spent."
drive.
The drive is geared, however,
"A Day for Southern On- towards collecting money for the
Campus" entails several faculty advancement of the college as a
and staff members, who serve as whole. Faculty and staff members
volunteers, encouraging their are urged to contribute money with
colleagues to participate in the that, idea in mind. According to
program by making a contribu- Grant, faculty should have the
tion. The significance of this fund flexibility to fund enrichment
drive, however, is where the money programs or visits from prominent
goes. "The money received from
Continued on p. 6
News Editor

BRENT ROBINSON
rural areas, but it is unrealistic to
even think that half of the class
will stay to work in the rural
south," states Robinson, who
attributes this to the low pay and
out-dated facilities found in typical
rural hospitals.
The program will add research,
administrative and "political"
skills to the advanced coursework
Continued on p. 6

GSC Foreign Language Department
sponsors workshops for teachers
By Stuart Patray
Staff Writer

The Foreign Language
Department at GSC has been
awarded a $50,901 grant. The
grant money will be used to fund
the project "Focus on Proficiency,"
a series of five two-day workshops
for high school and college
language teachers.
The workshops are designed to
reorient educators in their methods
of teaching a foreign language,
specifically to emphasize
proficiency in a language for
practical applications and for use
in the study of literature,
civilization, and society.
Clara Krug, Associate
Professor at GSC, will be the
administrator of the project. Krug
estimates that approximately 200
French, Spanish, and German
teachers from across the state will
participate in the program.
"The purpose of these
workshops is to help facilitate the
teacher's efforts in tutoring his or
her pupils," Krug said. "We want to
achieve a more student-oriented
class in which the students

)

'

participate more. We want to
particularly emphasize the
reading and writing of the foreign
language."
Krug also said that this grant
was one of the 20 awarded
nationally by the U.S. Department
of Education. "The main reason we
were awarded one of the grants
was because the state of Georgia is
requiring all high school students
to have two years of a foreign
language before they graduate,"
commented Krug.
The school system is now in dire
need of foreign language teachers
at the high school level.
"Hopefully, this grant will help
alleviate this growing problem,"
concluded Krug.
The five workshops are
scheduled to be held in Athens,
Macon, Marietta, Statesboro, and
Valdosta. The Foreign Language
Consultant of the Georgia
Department of Education, the
Vice-Chancellor of Academic
Affairs, and Dean Warren all wrote
letters strongly endorsing the
project and explaining its
necessity.

By Cathy McNamara
News editor

Conference on
Third World
Countries
held today

GSC will host the Fifth Meeting
of the Association of Third World
Studies (ATWS) where international experts on Third World
Countries will gather today at the
Conference Center to discuss "The
Roles of the Militaries in the Third
World."
"The main purpose of ATWS is
to coordinate on a national scale
the interest and activities of

persons who perceive the
imperative need for improved
understanding of the Third
World," said Zia Hashmi,
professor of political science at
GSC. He further stated that the
Third world comprises about 75%
of the earth's population.
The first session of the program
begins at 9 a.m. in the Conference
Center Assembly Hall where
Nicholas Henry, GSC president,
Continued on p. 6
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Staff still sought. . .
Although we are all well into our school year, it's not yet too
late to become a member of GSC's ONLY official student paper.
The George-Anne is still looking for a few brave souls who love
their school and their fellow students enough to help keep them
informed. We can't promise you fame and fortune (or even a big
paycheck), but what we CAN offer is the chance to work on one
of the most dynamic college papers in the state. If you want some
experience working for a paper before you go out looking for a job,
the George-Anne is a great place to start.
We are accepting applications for staff writers and photographers, as well as ad salesmen (or women). As always, everyone
is welcome to bring us your letters or announcements for
prompt, accurate coverage of your organization's events.
If we all work together, we CAN become Statesboro's number
one newspaper!

Be true to your school...

o

o

Thank God for the roaches !!
Now, before you get too excited
and decide to send me all the sixlegged little pests that you can
catch, let me explain.
The other night, while crossing
campus in search of something to
take my mind off physics, I spotted
a rather large gathering of roaches
in the center of the sidewalk. Upon
taking a closer look, I discovered
that they had nearly consumed an
entire Sarah's doughnut which
some careless student had dropped
on his way to class. The little
buggers were having a grand old
time and, except for a few grease-

©(sliite^ <a©@BL
Mike Klug
covered bodies, seemed to suffer no
ill effects form the meal they were
enjoying.
They were extremely
quick and tidy in their work and
left not a single crumb after they
were finished. They then scattered
in several directions in their
constant search for nutrition (or

school food, if they can't find
anything else).
As I walked on, I discovered
that the nightly feasting was going
on all around me. The roaches ate
hamburgers, candy, and even
cigarette butts that had been left
around campus. They were
everywhere and they were always
eating !
This made me think of what
GSC would be like without roaches.
Imagine the amounts of spilt food
and other waste that would pile up
if these little friends of ours were
not around to clean up what we so
carelessly leave behind. Within

Miracles do happen
By Cathy McNamara
News Editor

Eagle's Nest pool is being fixed!
After one year of living in Eagle's
Nest condos and being told every
month by the owners, Southern
Realty, that the pool was going to
be fixed "soon," my roommates
and I came home from class last
week only to discover that the pool
was actually being repaired.
Eagle's Nest pool lay dormant,
filled with nothing but three or four
feet of soot, sludge, filth, dirt, trash,
and muck for at least a year and a
half, and the only thing it served
was as a health hazard and a home
for a few large, amphibious
creatures.
A cogent example of

how potentially hazardous
"Swamp Eagle's Nest" had
become is an incident that
happened a week before Southern
Realty decided to fix the "pool." It
was a boring Wednesday night. We
were sitting around the apartment
studying when one of my
roommates heard a loud, mewling
noise and decided to investigate,
only to discover a cat had
accidently fallen into the
conglomeration of gook. The cat
was trying, unsuccessfully, to
crawl up the side of the pool, but the
wall was too slippery.
My roommate immediately
summoned us, who, being the good
Samaritans and animal lovers
that we are, scurried to the rescue
of the distressed, struggling

victim. A short, heated discussion
took place as to how to get the cat
out of the three feet of scum in the
eight-feet deep .end. It sounded
something like this: "Oh my gosh,
he looks like a wet rat... Yuck! Look
at all that oil stuck to him...He's
going to drown if we don't
hurry...Quick! get a flashlight...
Someone climb in and get
him...O.K., grab my legs and lower
me down...No, he might bite you
'cuz he's scared...I know! Let's get a
towel and stick it in and he can
climb up it! Good idea...O.K.,but
hurry.
Needless to say, the cat was
saved shortly thereafter. That's
when the real fun began for my
roommates and I who were soon
covered with the oily, dirty, and

Gone but not soon forgotten

With the recent influx of such a large number of students,
it is inevitable that the number of cars is much greater as
well. Automobiles clog the streets all over campus, dodging
pedestrians who race in terror across the drivers' paths and
pray that they won't become a greasy spot on the road before
they can reach the other side.
Despite the seriousness of the very real problems posed by
the endless supply of cars putting around campus, the worst
has to be the dreaded parking problem.
At almost any time of the day, you can walk across any
parking lot on campus and see motorists aimlessly
meandering along, waiting for someone to pull out of a space
so that they can dart into it.
Things have gotten so bad that Campus Security has
been allowing harried students to park on the grassy strip
along the road leading from Newton to The Pines. This is
disturbing, to say the least. In the last few years the amount
of green campus has been declining steadily. GSC has
become a parking lot.
Lets forego making our campus a paved, grey desert and
save the vegetation we do have. Let's hurry up and finish
whatever construction there is left to do on the numerous
temporarily closed parking lots dotting GSC's landscape.
The whole place will be a lot nicer for it.

Staff
ADAM HILS
ESTER HOWELL
MIKE MILLS
LANCE SMITH
JAMES PERDUE

FEATURES EDITOR
ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
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Thanks for all the little things

The number of fans at Paulson Stadium has increased by
the thousands, often surpassing 16,000 by kickoff time. Yet,
while we have a great crowd at the start of the game, the
attendance diminishes by the end of halftime.
The home game against Middle Tennessee State was won
with the help of the remaining fans screaming and chanting
for our Eagles. Where do all the fans escape to at halftime?
The Eagles need our rallying support this season to help get
them through their tough schedule.
One way to show our support is to wear the school colors,
blue and white. At the University of Georgia and the
University of Clemson, the school colors cover the stands By Mike Mills
and spill over onto the field. It would be intimidating to the
Sports Editor
opposing team members if they looked up into the crowd only
to see a gigantic wave of blue. The people who want to wear
A few endless years ago, a
kakhis and a tie to the game could do so in a navy blue shirt.
phenomenon ended that drasticalNext time ,stay past halftime and help see our Eagles ly altered the playtime activities
through to another victory!
6f our esteemed student body. A

Parking plagues green grass...

Q

weekly event that was looked
foreward to with such eager
anticipation, it became the focal
point of all of our weekend
activities. Just to attend this
occasion, it seemed that the entire
college would turn out to revel in a
few scant hours of comaraderie,
togetherness and enjoyment of
that intangible notion of what it
means to be a college student. The
death of this happening was tolled
a fire, the Bulloch County Sheriffs
Department and a change in
attitude by the Southern student
body. I am referring to the passing
of the both spectacular and
notorious Friday afternoon Happy
Hour. How I mourn its demise.
For those of you who remember
this weekly meeting of the GSC
Happy Hour Club, please bear with
me while I educate the unfortunate,
newly-enrolled students who
missed it. Allow me to stroll down
the pleasant path of remembrance
to those years so long ago...

Picture, if you will, literally entertainment and a huge
thousands of class-weary students Budweiser-soaked dance floor. I
shrugging off a week's accumula- drank many a beer and danced
tion of worn textbooks, lecture many a dance on its hallowed and
notes and diligent attendance in crowded floors. With The Flame,
the old classroom. A general an era has past.
Long before "Thursday's" was
murmur of unrest and excitement
stirs through the students as 4 p.m. a glimmer in the eye of its most
on Friday afternoon inexorably recent owner, the building housed
rolls around. A mass exodus begins a rustic, simple little drinking
as pilgrims of both sexes put on establishment called "The Animal
thf.ir best play garb, stuff their House". In those days there was no
phony and real IDs into their need for slat-wood fences and cover
pockets, turn off their blaring charges, just an enjoyable mixture
stereos and begin their short trek to of students, Greeks and athletes
loving life and the mere fact that
the land of fun and frolic.
The drinking age is 18, there is they were students at the same
no threat of AIDS or herpes lurking college.
The crowds would throng
around, the beer is still cheap and a
sense of unity fills the air. En between these two bustling
masse, the frolicking pilgrims establishments in incredible
trudge dutifully to the promised numbers, and you could find the
land of Happy, Happy Hour. man or woman of your dreams in
Onward they march toward the the relaxed, gilded afternoons of
two main venues of the afternoon's shared laughter and fellowship.
The music pulsed from the open
entertainment.
The most notable and thriving doorways, and the people would
of the lot was a typically Southern lounge around, soaking up the sun
bar called "The Flame," which had or flitting from one bar to the other.
the dubious distinction of living up The beer flowed icy cold and
to its name by burning down twice. shimmered with a golden luster
A row of miniscule apartments that frothed into a bubbly foam.
now squat on the land that once Elbows touched as the crowds
supported a living legend of a jostled in and out of small
saloon that featured live collections of animated speakers.
The crack of the billard balls on the
pool tables mingled with the

letters to th© editor

days the putrid, rotting heap of
filth would be up to our collective
crotches and climbing higher. We
would have to ski to class along the
slimy pile of leftover Twinkies and
deathdogs. Garbage drifts (driven
by the hot, sticky air) would pile up
against cars and cause paint jobs
and tires to be ruined.
The roaches help save us from
this unhealthy fate with their
constant vigilance (and hunger),
and it is for this reason that I say,
"Thank God for roaches."
As long as students don't learn
to clean up after themselves,
roaches shall be our friends forever

smelly contents of "Swamp
Eagle's Nest" in our attempt to rid
the cat of the black, sticky mess.
After a couple washes, we gave up
and faced the fact that we had
removed about as much of the tarlike goop from the cat as we could.
At least he looked like a cat now,
still dirty, but a cat nevertheless.
And he was a very cute cat, at that.
This incident alarmed us so
that we called Southern Realty,
again, who informed us that the
pool would be fixed next week. We
thought, "Well now, that's an
improvement—they said 'next
week' instead of 'soon.'" Well, it
was an improvement, a big
improvement. The pool is being
repaired and, hopefully, this time it
will be for good.

sounds of the Beach Boys, The
Tams, Boz Scaggs and Michael
Jackson. There was something or
someone for any type of person. It
was more than a party, it was a
legendary event that drew us
together in a fashion that we seem
to be unable to match in our
present collegiate environment.
But the music has died away,
the crowds have gona the way of \
"The Flame," and Friday
afternoons have become commonplace, unexciting occurrences.
I mourn the loss of Happy Hour
like I would long for the company
of an old friend. It was a stabilizing
influence in our lives, a time to
share with friends and loved ones.
It brought out the best that the
social environment of this campus
had to offer. Stabbings or arrests
by the police were never the order
of the day; it was a time to let loose
and say, "Damn, I am glad to be a
college student!", a time that is
now past.
But the happy voices of the past
still whisper in my ear, and the
memories barely resist fading into
yesterday. I will always remember
those painfully short hours as the
times that I felt closest to the
inhabitants of this wonderfully
small college.
Damn, I miss
them. How I wish they would
return...

Inmate seeks o friend ...
Dear Editor,
I am an inmate presently incarcerated in the Arkansas Department
of Correction, located in Grady, Arkansas. I've been confined for the
past five and a half years, and without someone to correspond with for
over four an d a half years. I'm writing
this letter with hopes and prayers
that you will print it and allow me the
opportunity of finding someone with
whom I can begin a cordial correspondence.

[py§>Qte^
All letters to the editor are subject to
standard editing policies for taste,
libel, etc. The editor reserves the right
to reject any letter. There is no word
Nmit on letters and are published on a
first come, first served basis. Letters
should address certain issues and not
attack individuals. All letters MUST BE
SIGNED. The letter writer may request
to remain anonymous. However, it will
be the editor's decision whether or not
to print the name.

I am a former student of two and a
half years of psychology, with an
understanding of physical education. anyone who desires to write, and I
I enjoy music, sports, current events, will answer all letters.
and any educational subject.
Please, somebody, write !!
Joseph M. Miner #85203
You have no idea just how much a
P.O. Box 500, BKs. #7
letter means under my circumGrady, Arkansas 71644
stances. I would care to hear from

"Alright folks, It's quiet time!"
\

^©^Dtaff^i
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Reminders of home brighten dorms
By Esther Howell
Assistant Features Kditor

When you're miles away from
home in a dorm room that, upon
entry, resembles a prison cell, a few
sentimental objects can add a
touch of home to the decor. The
personal items can be anything
from a favorite pillow to the nicelyframed portrait of Mom and Pop,
which frequently ends up facedown in a desk drawer when guilt
pangs about being naughty
overpower you.
In a recent series of random
interviews, I found many different
strokes for different folks. Below
are listed the names of resident
students and that one possession
that helps them stay afloat when
waves of homesickness inundate

them.
Cindy Poe of Washington, D.C.:
;an 8 x 10 portrait of Jumping Jack
Flash, her pet dog for the last six
years.
Paula McDaniel of Chattanooga, Tenn. : live tiger fish which
she claims not to talk to when no
one's in the room.
Raimy Rich of Stone Mountain,
Ga. : posters of men, since men
aren't allowed in The Nunnery,
where she is a resident.
Susie Barnes of Jackson, Ga. :
brown teddy bear. As an RAin The
Nunnery, she sets the example by
snuggling with the bear at night
instead of a man.
Susan Wilkens of Jonesboro,
Ga. : a "Miss Beasley" doll, prized
possession for 17 years. "Miss

I

College Activities Board:
The movie "Star Trek IV" will
be shown in the Biology lecture
hall on Saturday, October 10, at 9
p.m. and Sunday, October 11, at 8
and 10 p.m. Admission is $1.
Film Classics:
The Film Classics Series will
present the movie "A Slave of
Love" on Monday, October 12, at 7
p.m. in the Conference Center
auditorium. Admission is $1.
GSC Museum:
The museum's exhibit,
"Discovering Nature," will
continue through November 5. In
addition, the recently-unveiled
mosasaur is on display.

It's not easy being new
By Esther Howell
Assistant Features Editor
With two years of college under
your belt, you would probably feel
pretty well adjusted to college life,
meaning, of course, that you have
finally accepted the fact that you
really shouldn't party on the eve of
finals. You 've scouted out the shortest route to the liquor store from your
dorm, memorized the combination to
your mailbox (quite an accomplishment since you need open it only once
every two weeks), and you've even
managed to make a few friends.
Well, be a sport and throw all
security behind! Transfer to a new
school, like I did in coming to Georgia
Southern. After all, variety is the
spice of life. Enjoy once again the
wonder of exploring the entire campus while in search of your first class,
and experience the adventure of
trying out every food item Landrum
offers, in an effort to make a fair
comparison between this food and the
slop your old school served.
Hold on, the fun has just begun!
Imagine vour contentment as vou

Spike Goose.
former member of
the notorious
Goose Gong that
has terrorized GSC
students for years.
wants a new
image. Help him
out by giving us
suggestions for a
more serious name
for a sensitive guy.
Most original entry
will be recognized
in the Oct. 22
George-Anne. A
small monetary
prize will also be
awarded. Send
your suggestions to
LB. 8001 or drop
them, by the office.

b-

Beasley" even has her own pallet
at the end of Susan's bed.
Tameka Sain of Atlanta:
collection of 82 "Garbage Pail
Kids" stickers. Andrea Williams of
Gainsville : her "woobie," a pink
cotton blanket. Andrea is known to
have Linus-complex.
Ginger Sims of Winder: a
unicorn collection which includes
posters, framed pictures and
figurines.
Jo Anna Hite of Pembroke, Ga.:
"Puff-A-Lump" yellow kitty cat.
Kimley Griffen of Macon, Ga. :
posters of Micheal Jordon, star
basketball player for the Chicago
Bulls.

southern Days and NSghti

Introducing:

THE WESLEY HOUSE
Across from Hanner Fieldhouse on Fair Road

coolly explain for the eighty-ninth
time that you are a transfer student,
rather than a freshman, a case of
mistaken identity which, unfortunately, doesn't vary farfrom the truth
when you are found returning from a
weekend excursion to Tybee Island,
where an unsuccessful attempt was
made to find the beach.
Well, it really doesn't matter that I
didn't find the beach. I don't need the
sun to give my skin a healthy pink
glow before it peels off layer by layer.
As a newcomer, I have not yet
found the ideal time to shower, with
"ideal" defined as that 11-minute
interval, usually between 3:30 a.m.
and 4 a.m., when only 17 people find
need to flush to commode and at least
half yell warning before scalding
water sterilizes you, if the "Caress" in
your free gift pack didn't already do
the job.
Skin peeling off or not, the transfer
student has a whole new world of
adventure waiting to be explored.
Though not as fun as the freshman
time around, it does have its moments.

English department:
As part of the series of events
entitled "Romanticism and its
Legacy" scheduled for this fall,
Stephen Parrish of Cornell
University will speak on the topic
of "Wordsworth and the Romantic
Revolution" at 4 p.m.

COLLEGE PLAZA (BEHIND WENDVS)

RENT YOUR RADAR DECTOR TODAY FOR
THE EAGLES VS. BETHUtiE COOKMAN GAME
ESCORT
WHISTLER
MAXON

Special: as low as
for a weekend
rate, Thurs-Mon

FACULTY & STUDENTS
Ride in Comfort
AirConditioned
Restroom
Equipped
Reclining
Seats
Let me help you with your transportation needs
Contact: ROGER INMAN • Office 681 -5970 • Home 489-8310

Two Pan Pizzas.
One fantastic price.
Pizza Hut*
Pairs.$l099

WHAT IS IT?

And just $l29 per topping
covers both pizzas.

• A Friendly Place For Christian Love and Support
Wed. Fellowship Hour
Wesley Sports

Retreats
Small Groups

Medium
Large
Each serves Each serves
3-4

Two Cheese Pizzas

• A Dynamic Place For Christian Activities
"A New Mind"
"Gateway"

"Wesley Players"
"Youth Advance Team"

Community
Outreach

Two Supreme Pizzas

Bible Study
Workshops

Two Super
Supreme Pizzas

5-6

$1099

$1399

129

159

1399

1699

1499

1799

Each topping
covers both pizzas

• A Special Place For Study and Prayer
Prayer Partners
Seminars

International Studies:
The Council on Third World
Studies is having a conference on
the role of the military in the Third
World. Meetings will be held
throughout the day on Thursday,
October 8.

• An Inclusive Place For Everyone

Regardless of denomination and race
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Take-Out
■ 1987 Piaa Hut, Inc.
limited time offer at participating Pi::a Hur* restaurants.
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• Consistent Pizza Hut" quality assures satisfaction. • Same full portion
toppings on both pizzas no matter what the deal. • No skimpy double toppings.
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Look for our announcements for Wednesday
Fellowship Hour Programs — 7:27 p.m.
The Wesley Foundation is sponsored by the United Methodist Church
Rev. Don Warren, Campus Minister — 681-3136

Medium Cheese
JL Pan Pizzas for

2 Medium

2 Large Cheese
Pan Pizzas for

*r| ^ 99 Super Supreme $14.99

$lQ
~
I ^%

Supreme Pan Pizzas for

< 1AOO Supreme $1199
"* I^J
Super Supreme $14.99

99

UPr
$16
SSuper
T
%,7
9Q
Supreme
$17.99

Offer valid through November 11, laH7 at participating
PizzaHut' restaurants. Please
^^^n
coupon when ordering.
^^^^| ^^
Valid for take-out only. Nut valid in
nSrvvo
,. .tnhn.it I,.n with .tin . itller Pi::a
r*-€£S*
lint' utter. I 20tlucntca-hrcJemp.
oHllf
ill*
I4K7 Pt=n 1 hit. In

Offer valid thntugh November 15,1987 at participating
Pi::aHut' restaurants. Please
MHM
mention coupon when ordering.
^(gi^| H^^.
Valid for take-out only. Not valid tit
fllwvn
combination with any other Piaa
f'l^jfyt
Hut' niter. l/20th cent cash reJempIII if
ttonvaluc. 1W7 Pi::a Hut,Inc.
TIUls

Offer valid through November 15,1987 at participating
Pizza Hut' restaurants. Please
^H^A
coupon when ordering.
^a^fll H^hte*.
Valid for take-out only. Not valid in
|1|TT2I
CI rnKnarion with ;in> orher Pizza
g^m^^^M
Hut' ciflcr-.l/20th cent cash redemn*H||f
1987 Pi::a Hut, Inc.

Tike-Out

Takc-Our

Take-Our
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BY JOHNNY HART

B.C.
Wtfe^ Hrbaa&eM tr
Trle<SW£ HADUOSTBe&iJW

WHEN HYbBaseJ B**ED
UP WO FAST RSlNTS,
ANP OClfeeM STi U. MAD

none.

AND THUS rr OD REMAiM,

Arrirtxaas€M 2
AND CWfegN OM£ :
CALLED PB2A0se OF PAIN

Thursday,
October 8, 1987

F»R7H AND
MUU7PLY'!

~L^1

5
Csex
epucATterf wee< r

PIP t^U ICNCWTrilS IS MATl^AjAU
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fM SO SORRY.

WELL,
IT ms no

STROLL IN
ABEPOF

poses.
\

...WANPERIN6...
MEANPERINO... LOST
IN A CREATIVE WILPERN6SS WITHOUT PURPOSE,
PIRECTION'...OR EVEN
ft SCRIPT.

SOUNPS LIKE
ft mAPONNA

movie.
I

a

WHO'S 60NNA

..0UR600P
FRIENP.

WHACK//

5VWBURN

RI6HT/
WOP/ A
EVEN derm,
THAN-we
PEMOCRAT
METAPHOR/

/

.<mmw»i-

THANKS.
©Edward Julius

«6£.
Vs.
HEY, IVS COOL...
THAT'S JESSICA
HAHN/

WHYYA
LOOKIN'ATME
LIKE WAT ?
{

OH OH
OR.
\

uHHUHI

I

" JESSICA HAHN NUPE.:
"POLICEWOMEN UNPRESSEP.Z
'We &IRLS OF
NASA "m

WHAT COULP POSSIBLY
CONVINCE AN OTHERWISE
RATIONAL WOMAN TO PISPLAY
HER PRIVATES TV WE
MILLIONS OF PIMPLY-FACEP
COLLEGE BOYS WHO
REAP THIS STUFF ?

Collegiate CW8701

48 Nod off
49 American league
team (abbr.)
1 Meditators
50 Part of MPH
7 Drink taken after
51 Patron
a drink
53 African capital
13 Church in Rome
14 Natural environment 55 Take a bride
56 Persist at, as a
16 Former
point
17 City in California
18 Gives a bad review 58 From Lhasa
60
Religious recluse
19 Chess pieces
61 Flatter
21 Overly proper
62 Conditions
person
63 Cuddle
22 Part of TGIF
23 Kith and
DOWN
24 Horse
25 Nuremburg no
1 Sea mammal
27 Detroit athlete
2 Kitchen device
29 Ticket sales for
3 Tennis match parts
an event
4 Gad's son
30 Dessert item
5 Highway part
32 Defamed
6 Enter furtively
34 Louisville slugger
(2 wds.)
35
Yat-sen
7 Station
36 Propriety of
8 Dutch painter
behavior
9 Former pro league
40 Loses weight
10 Nitwit
44 Han from Mecca
11 Rome, The
City
45 The devil
12 Show joy
47 Store sign

ACROSS .

I AM.
I'M A RIGHTEOUS,
E0P-FEARIN6 PUPE.

-&c~

• Creators Syndicate, Inc.. 1967

by Berke Breathed

IT MUST HAVE
BEEN AWFUL

.You trie new sc^ouAmK r

pter

ca

BLOOM COUNTY

UH...0N BEHALF OF we BORNA&AIN MEMBERS OF MEAPOW
SOCIETY. IV LIKE YOU TO
KNOW WATPESPITE OUR
EARLIER BEHAVIOR, TO us
YOUU ALWAYS BE...
UH...
\

'

NT

l DOMTeVSM KMOVV M4Ar
iM POIN<S» AND li«1

c Creators Synd£ate. Inc.. 1987

c Creators Syr>dtcate. Inc . 1987

4

WPW Co v<e <&o A0our

13 Moving like a
horse
15 Having a label
20 Toupee

26 Important person
27
Andronicus
28 Ascended

29 "Trivial Pursuit"
edition
31 Feather's partner
33 Lou's partner
36 Vienna's river
37 Schoolroom need
38 Short, sleeveless
garment
39 Becomes due, as a
note
40 Rutgers1 river
41 Balance sheet
section
42 Lift up
43 Peaceful
46 Metric
52 Hindu deity
53
board
54
order
55 Whip mark
57
part
59 Ralph Kramden's
vehicle
_,
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Can you find the hidden poets?
AUDEN
KEATS
BROWNING
MACLEISH
BRYANT
MASEFIELD
BYRON
MILLAY
CHAUCER
MILTON
COLERIDGE
NERUDA
CUMMINGS
PATMORE
DANTE
POE
DICKINSON
POPE
FROST
PUSHKIN
HOUSMAN

SANDBURG
SHELLEY
TENNYSON
WHITMAN
WHITTIER
WORDSWORTH
YEATS

s

NO, I
HEF"AmiNE
UNPERSTANP
A FLAME
FREEWILL
WROWER
ISINVOV/EP.
AT HER
PARENTS'
/
HEAPS?

Georgia Southern College Bookstore
SUUJ,
FETCH
ME A

WLCAN6
OR
PON'T
SAY
PRINK
'FETCH1:

mmm. eooze.

FIRST OFFICER SPOOK
BACK FROM SHORE LEAVe
ANP REPORTING FOR
PUTYY

c

I'M A "NOWEAU-VULCAN:
ANPIM TAKINb OVER
WE SHIP. WERE
NOW ON A FIVE-YEAR
MISSION FOR CHEAP
PLEASURES.
SACRILEbE:

1

SULU,
MY
MAN/

uA

L.

YOU'VE BEEN
REPLACEP. WE
HAVE A NEW
MISTER SPOCK
WITH A N6W PERSPECVVE ON WE
CHARACTER.

WHATTA
WE
P0 ?

A
NEW
5P0CK?/
\

HUMOR HIM.
I'LL SENP
OUT A PISCRE1E
PISTRES5
COPE.

AT WE MOMENT
HES HAVING A
TYPICAL PISAOREEMENT
WITH PR. McCOY...

SULU..BEAM UP
SEVERAL PRUNK
SORORITY bIRLS
WIW SMALL
NOSES.
W-

Proudly Presents—

(Landrum Center)

HBLP,
US?
</>

BONCS, I HATE YOUR
•fremm. HUMAN OUTS.
PISCU5SI0N :

\

■-* <wfe

'i^T

Special this week ,

O/
HOURS

ccv CfUtia/

• LUNCH: 11:30 to 2:30
Monday through Friday
• DINNER: 6:00 p.m. 'til 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday
6:00 p.m.'til 10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

ON SALE NOW FOR $1995

—Also available at THE WAREHOUSE

Located in the Williams Center off the loading dock

S\

•\

•
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Thursday, October 8, 1987
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wins 50th;
Eagles intercept UCF
Gross, who seems destined to
replace
Burnette at the helm of the
Sports Kditor
Southern offense, has been
Offense seems to be the compared to a "young Tracy
hallmark of the GSC/ Central Ham", a name that he feels has not
Florida series, and these two yet nor ever will be earned.
"I am not the next Tracy Ham.
schools did nothing to dispell that
theory on Saturday as over 1,000 There will never be another one. I
yards of total offense were rolled up just go out there and do my best
and 66 points scored when every week. I still have a lot to
learn. In high school we didn't
Southern narrowly won 34-32.
The Knights opened with a have to read the defenses like we do
passing attack that racked up 380 here. It is really tough. The coaches
yards and smashed GSC's and the other quarterbacks are
nationally leading average of really helping me out."
"I am just trying to help the
allowing just 60.8 yards a game.
UCF's quarterback Darin Slack team in any way I can. I get really
was a whopping 24-51 with two nervous out there and you know
touchdowns and two interceptions. what they say, 'The best
Southern's main offensive quarterback is a scared one'".
The game was completely in
threat was staged by senior
quarterback Ken "Snake" doubt until the last few minutes as
Burnette, who amassed 91 yards the Southern defense was unable to
rushing and was 9-28 passing with stop the wide-open style of the
185 yards. Once again, freshman Knight offense, even after the UCF
sensation Raymond Gross was defense spotted the Eagles 25
called in to pitch-hit for Burnette points in the first quarter. Burnette
when the Eagle offense stalled and opened the scoring by running 10
actually did not score for 31 yards for a TD five minutes into the
minutes and 48 seconds until Gross contest, and the GSC defense
ran over for a 29 yard TD with 22 caught the Knights in their
seconds gone in the fourth quarter. endzone for a safety on UCF's first
Gross ran for a total of 69 yards in possession.
Central Florida featured a nofront of 15,540 screaming fans that
huddle
offense that caused
proved to be the second largest
confusion
in both the Eagle
crowd in Paulson Stadium history,
secondary
and coaching staff
breaking the mark set two weeks
alike.
The
Southern
secondary was
ago in the MTSU game.
sorely
tested
as
they
had to face as
Freshman standout running
many
as
five
wide
receivers
at a
back Joe Ross was forced to miss
time.
UCF
rarely
used
running
the game due to a severely strained
ankle suffered in the East Carolina backs in the game, and almost all
game. He was replaced by junior of the Knight rushing yardage
fullback Gary Miller, who was able came from the scrambling of their
to gain only 26 yards on 12 carries. quarterback, Stack.

By Mike Mills

r

Central Florida's head coach
Gene McDowell was extremely
upset with the outcome of the
contest.
"I don't think that anyone in
this stadium thought that they
(GSC) had a better team than we
did. I didn't. They just scored more
points. I think that Southern's
changing their quarterbacks was
the key to the game. Gross made
their option play go. They put the
ball in the endzone when they had
to."
Southern entered the game
ranked 13th in the latest 1AA poll,
and the Knights were ranked 8th in
the Division II and have been
ranked as high as 2nd.
With the win, Coach Russell
has won 50 games as the Southern
skipper (50-17-1), and the Eagle's
season record rose to 3-2 as UCF's
record dropped to 2-2 (both losses
coming to Division 1AA
opponents).
Once again, the Eagles hurt

*
^

'*"•*- ***•*«**

Sports Columnist

Proving last year's 12-5 mark
was no fluke, the GSC soccer
Eagles have torn through its
competition like no team in GSC
soccer history. After the Eagles
first setback of the year, 1-0 to the
College of Charleston, Southern
returned home to open its TAAC
season against the Mercer Bears
last Wednesday. Striker Darryl
Watson, GSC's leading scorer,
booted his sixth goal of the young

season, and senior midfielder
Arthur Franklin scored twice to
pace the Eagles to a 3-1 win over
Mercer. Freshman Greg Starcher
performed superbly once again,
stopping seven of Mercer's eight
shots on goal.
On Saturday, the Eagles
blanked Stetson 2-0 to run their
record to 5-1 overall and 2-0 in the
TAAC. Freshman striker Chris
Dunlap and Kevin Connelly

Asic Mr. Sport
By Mike Mills

Dear Mr. Sports: Are professional
bowlers athletes?
Signed,
Strike McGurski
Dear Strike: Not if I can help it.

Biff and Dash here. The guests at Mummy's cocktail party
wanted to just die when they realized we went 10-2 on our picks last
weekend. So, you lucky peons, read in amazement as we grant you
our football prognostications for this week. Onward!
* Carter Danforth, our favorite lacrosse player from Maryland,
felt that neither Bethune nor Cookman could best those Eagles (Go
Erk types) GSC 31, Bethune-Cookman 23.
* Bunny thinks that a "corn nail" is something that you have
removed from your big toe (Go Crimson) Harvard 24, Cornell 21.
* Taylor heard Vince Dooley say that "Yachting is like standing
in a cold shower tearing up $100 bills (What in the hell does that
mean?) LSU 17, Georgia 14.
* Didn't that Celtic good old boy Larry Bird go to Indiana State?
(They obviously do not partake of the grid-iron) Georgia Tech 41,
Indiana State 7.
* Last Christmas, Daddy told our maid "Yes Virginia, Santa said
there is a Clemson" (Ho! Ho! Ho!) Clemson 34, Virginia 3.
* Virginia Tech's cheerleaders have thick ankles, muscular legs,
and are big-boned (Go 'Cocks) South Carolina 35, Virginia Tech 5.
* The Commodores' idea of a yacht is a bass boat with a fish
finder, Moon pies, and a cooler full of Old Milwaukee (Need we say
more) Auburn 52, Vanderbilt 21.
* Kiki loves Bill Curry because he has a Pepsodent smile,
moderate muscles, and that early-James Franciscus look (Kiki
swooned) Alabama 31, Memphis State 12.
* At Southern Mississippi, they are quick to point out that a busy
social schedule is responsible for a negative GPA (Social schedule?)
FSU 38, Southern Mississippi 17.
* Muffy's still confused and wants to know if there are four or five
S's in Mississippi (Go 'Cats) Kentucky 17, Ole Miss 14.
*Not even the awesome Carter Danforth, our favorite lacrosse
player from Maryland, would be enough to stop the Hurricanes
(Poor, depressed Carter) Miami 41, Maryland 24.
*At Wake Forest, the arts are emphasized—the boys take dance
while the girls take carpentry (Disgusting!) North Carolina 24,
Wake Forest 16.
So, these are our picks of the week. We're off to the Pine Orchard
Club to yacht it up. CIAO!
A special Biff and Dash pick for Chris Duke:
* Lavelle Edwards is obviously the most underdressed coach in
America. (Tacky, tacky, tacky) Wyoming 38 BYU 21.

The Eagles' next opponent will
be Bethune-Cookman this
Saturday in Jacksonville at 7:00
p.m.

By LANCE SMITH

Sports Editor

PHILANTHROPISTS

wearily proclaimed, "It looks like
we're planning to do that until we
stop shooting ourselves in the
foot."

Photo: Mark Hancock

ports Nuggoti
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By BIFF CONDOR and DASH RIPROCK

■

JBMH

Raymond Gross (15) laterals last second pitch to Ernest Thompson (12) for big gain.

themselves with two fumbles and
were charged with a flurry of flags
totalling an unbelievable 140
yards in penalties. Coach Russell

^

Dear Mr. Sports: Please explain the
baseball "infield fly" rule to me.
Signed,
Baseball Beginner
Dear Beginner: If the batter lofts a
fly ball that, in the opinion of the
umpire, may be easily caught by an
infielder on the infield or in the
shallow outfield, and there are less
than two outs and no runner might
score without hinderance and
er...ah... the play is a dead ball
unless the batter hinders the
infielder that is attempting to
make the catch in the estimation of
the official who is closest to the
play or is overruled by the
homeplate umpire or...ah., the
ball... or the fielder... Oh hell! I
don't know. Read your damn rule
book!

The Campus Recreation/Intramural Department would like to
announce that we are offering a
racketball tournament beginning
on Oct. 12. Entry forms and
information sheets are available in
the intramural office located in
Hanner 126. Entry deadline is
Thursday, Oct. 8. This will be a
single elimination tournament,
and all it costs is one can of
unopened racketballs. Good luck.
The Intramural Top 5
MEN
1. Cork n-Bottle IS)
2. Oklahoma
'A. Kappa Sigma
4. ATO
.4 Phi Kapp

I

152
128
H6
H4
K4

WOMKN
1. StatcsUiro Floor (71.... 154
2. FCA
9fi

:l. Racing Crew
A. ZTA

5. Deal Hall

90

8H

52

Dear Mr. Sports: The world's
record for holding their breath
underwater is 3 minutes, 54
seconds on Sept. 15, 1964, by
Johnny Zambowie in Cleveland
Ohio. Who do you think has the
greatest set of lungs in the world?
Signed,
Breathless in Alabama
Dear Breastless: Jamie Lee Curtis
and Dolly Parton.
Dear Mr. Sports: Why are the
football fields in Canada longer
than those here in the United
States?
Signed,
Gridiron Fanatic
Dear Fanatic: The Canadians
realize that, with a player like
Tracy Ham in their league, they
need a longer field just to give the
defenses a chance against him.
Dear Mr. Sports: Please do
something with your worthless
life. Your poor mother is
embarrassed and cannot go out
without being ridiculed. Get a real
job.
Signed,
Dad
Dear Dad: Send more money.

booted goals for Southern, and
Greg Starcher stopped all 11 of the
Hatters' shots on goal.
***
Several of GSC's football
opponents were ranked in various
polls last week. Central Florida
was ranked eighth in Division II;
and in Division 1-A, Northeast
Louisiana was ranked second,
James Madison was 17th, and
Western Carolina and Western
Kentucky were honorable mention
top 20.
***
The Georgia Southern
Invitational cross country meet
was held last Wednesday, as both
the men's and women's team ran
respectable times. Thomas Kiel
and Eric Evans were the top two
male finishers at 17:14 and 17:18

Welcome
ALL STUDENTS
to our

EW

JODY & DAVE
RICKERT

DELI

larger location
PHONE
489-1094

. EAST MAIN
ISTATESBORO
GA

MON-FRI
SAT

10-8
10—3

[

©uth&irn Ki&dken

13 University Plaza (Next to Time Saver) Open - 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

We have our own
Thursday
Student Mean Plans
3 meats
Late Night
10% Discount
9 vegetables
Breakfast Buffet on $100 or more
Homemade
All You Can Eat
Any size plan
Bread
$3.29 11 a.m.is welcome
Every Day

2 cum.
Get 3 Balanced Meals a Day
Try our 99 cent
Burgers • Chick filets
BREAKFAST
DINNERS - $2.62 Shrimp • Baskets, etc.

"For Today's GSC Women"

Design 2000
(Just ask around)
5 Hair Technicians
3 Nail Artists

764-4472

By appointment only

respectively in the 5000-meter
course. The men's team finished
second in the meet behind the
always tough Georgia State team.
The women were paced by 1986
All-New South Conference
performers Kara Robins and Patty
Patton, who finished second and
fourth respectively. Robins posted
an impressive 20:45 run, and
Patton ran a 22:20 time in the 5000meter course to lead GSC to a
second place finish behind Paine
College.
* **
The women's volleyball team
opened its season by dropping the
first two matches of the year.
Coastal Carolina defeated
Southern in straight games 15-3,
15-7, and 15-6, and Augusta
Continued on p. 6
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Continued from p. 1

JUNIORS, SENIORS,
AND GRAD STUDENTS: Do
you want to be a part of your
Georgia state government
and get college credit at the
same time? If so, apply now to
be a legislative intern for the
1988 session of the Georgia
General Assembly. The
stipend is $150.00 per week
and help with housing is
available. For more information and application material
contact Professor Roger

(,H

Nuggets

Third World

Thursday,
October 8, 1987
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Pajari, Department of
Political Science, at 681-5698
or 5573
AREN'T YOU GLAD
YOU'RE A SOPHOMORE?
GSC sophomores interested
in a career in government
service at the federal, state, or
local level are invited to apply
for a 1988 Harry S. Truman
Scholarship. The Harry S.
Truman Scholarship Foundation operates an ongoing
educational scholarship
program designed to provide
opportunities for outstanding
U.S. students with potential
leadership ability to prepare
for careers in government
service. The deadline for all
applications is December 1,
1987. The scholarship award
covers eligible expenses up to
$7,000 per year for the junior
year, senior year, and two
years of graduate study. To be
eligible, a student must be a
fulltime sophomore working
toward or planning to pursue
a baccalaureate degree, have
a "B" average or equivalent,
stand in the upper fourth of
the class, and be a U.S. citizen
or U.S. national heading
toward a career in government. Interested students
should contact Charlene R.
Black in Room 203 in the
Administration Building or
call 681-5385 for additional
information. The deadline for
on-campus applications is
November 1, 1987.

Classifieds
For Sale: Refrigerator $45. Rose carpet
$40. Call 764-9355.
Typing with word processor. $1.50 per
page. Quick service. Call service. Call Pam
at 764-8298.
Ninjutsu: Unarmed combat system of
the ninja. Taught by a certified instructor.
Call 587-5099 for more information.
Wanted: Two female roommates needed
for winter quarter. College View #19. Call
681-2875.
Wanted: Female interested in working
with GSC women's basketball team as a
manager. Please call Coach Muller at 6815861. Join a winning team!
Special
Tabby kitten to be given away to a good
home. It has had shots and has been
wormed. Will pay for spaying. 681-5874 or
764-7132.
Meeting: Unitari a n-Uni versa list
Fellowship; Sunday October 11, 7:30p.m. at
the First Bulloch Bank, Public Meeting

CRUISE SHIPS

NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext.l55H
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,060-$59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. R-5385
for current federal list.

Earn up to 5,000.00 next school year
managing on-campus marketing programs
for top national companies. Flexible parttime hours. Must be a Jr., Sr., or Grad
student. Call Yaz at 1-800-592-2121.

iiM:,i«.r.i»:M
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Nursing

Continued from p. 1
in health care. "We want to help
nurses in leadership positions gain
the skills to be effective advocates
in their communities and the
health care system." said Murray.

Day

Continued from p. 1

public figures, if the opportunity
arises, to enlighten students,
faculty and staff.
Last year's drive raised $26,000
from faculty and staff members.
This year's goal of $30,000,
considering the phenomenal
growth of the school, is expected to
be met and even surpassed.

discussion will be Vernon Egger of
GSC, Emily Abdi of Georgia
College, and Zia Hashmi. The
chairman for this session will be
John Mbaku of Kennesaw College.
Following this presentation,
from 1-2 p.m., there will be a
luncheon in which conference
participants will be addressed by
David Kopf, a professor of history
at the University of Minnesota and
well-known authority on South
Asian culture and history.
Next, at 2:30 p.m., is a program
entitled "Asian Militaries." The
speaker will be Leo Liu, professor
of political science at Brandon
University in Canada. Participants in this program are George
Pruden, Jr., and Steve Y. Rhee of
Armstrong State, and John James
MacDougall of the University of
Alabama-Huntsville. Chairing the
final session is Dr. William Head,
deputy command historian at
Warner Robins Air Force Base.
To wrap up the day's events will
be the banquet-seminar, moderated by Hashmi, pertaining to
"Major Contemporary ThirdWorld Problems and Issues." The
ATWS meeting is co-sponsored by
the International Studies Program
of GSC, the Americus Early Bird
Ci.vitan Club, the Georgia
Consortium, Inc., and the
Department of history and
political science at Georgia
Southwestern College.'

College squeaked past the Lady
Eagles by a 15-6,14-16, 7-15,15-13,
and 15-13 score. Undaunted by the
setbacks, Coach Lauren Seymour's
Eagles rebounded for a straight
game victory over Emory 15-8, 157, and 15-12. In the following
match, GSC lost yet another five
game heartbreaker, this time to
UNC-Asheville, by a 15-8, 15-8,1416, 6-15, and 12-15 score.
The Lady Eagles returned home
last Wednesday to face Armstrong
State College and Paine College in
a dual match at Hanner Gym. GSC
downed the ASC Lady Pirates in a
quick straight game 15-12, 15-10,
15-8 victory. Afterwards, the Lady
Eagles fell to Paine College in a
two-game match 15-6,15-11. GSC's
more consistent play and high
concentration level kept them in
the match against Paine.

Bills

TAAC rival Arkansas-Little
Rock is threatening to leave the
conference because the 1988
conference tournament has been
awarded to Stetson University.
UALR had arranged a cable TV
broadcast of the tournament that
could be picked up on satellite by
other member schools, but that
was not enough to persuade the
TAAC to keep the tournament in
Little Rock for a second straight
year. As of presstime, UALR had
contacted both the Missouri Valley
and American South Conferences
about possible membership for the
1989-90 season.
***
The Georgia State women's
basketball team has now lost four
players for various reasons,
leaving only 10 remaining on
scholarship.

MUSIC
CENTER

Featuring

Band Instruments
Guitars • Drum Sets • Amplifiers
Keyboards • PA systems • Accessories

Instrument Repair

We maintain an extensive sheet music dept.
Sales • Service • Rentals
43 E MAIN ST - STATESBORO

764-4878

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close look.

a

Room, Statesboro Mall. For more
information , call 681-2308.
Happy Birthday to George Anne paperboy, Chris Wendel. We love you, but quit
playing with yourself! Love, Cathy,
Tammy, Diane, Tricia, Lisa, Anne, Jim
Hanson, Petie, Mindy and Beverly.
WWW- Yes, things are different! Itis past
time for you to accept the change. Just
remember that, when WE need you, WE will
let you know. Catfish.
Stit: I hope you are feeling better. Good
luck on your upcoming tests. Oh, by the
way, can you lend me Trixi for a couple of
hours? Ev.
Jason and Joe: Mesquite won and you
becked down. You should be proud and hold
your head high. But, instead, you have put
shame into the hearts of Mesquite fans
across the country. Donny Gay lost all
respect. What can you do to redeem
yourself? Fireball.
Bio-Science Club: Introductory meeting
October 13, 5-7 p.m. For more information,
call Lee Barber at 681-7464.
Miss your contact with horses? Will
trade riding and showing time for training
time with quality young Arabians. Need
experience halterand English pleasure
training assistance, Call Jamie or John at
681-3423.
Happy 60th Birthday, Dr. Charlotte
Crittenton, English Department.
Winburn female bodybuilder desires a
date with Ron Grimes(also known as
"Ronbo"!), will meet you at Warehouse
Books.
Experienced typist— quick and efficient.
Also experienced in composing professional
resumes. Need wither one? Call 764-6725,
day or night.
Wanted: cute, religious, female to share
good times and church life. Call 681-5523
ask for Jerr.
What is the meaning to life? If you have
an answer please send it to M.K. LB 11686.
I'm really serious this time!
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will be welcoming the participants
and Morris Blachman, associate
director of the Institute of
International Studies at the
University of South Carolina, will
be the featured speaker. Martin
Collo from Widener University,
Harold Isaacs from Georgia
Southwestern, Lane Van Tassell
and David Speak of GSC will also
partcipate in the session.
The next session will be at 11
a.m. It focuses on middle-eastern
militaries and features Mahmud
Faksh of the University of
Southern Maine speaking on the
"Military and Polity in the Middle
East with Special Reference to
Syria." Also participating in the
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A
TRADITION
OF SUCCESS
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You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T's
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

EAGLES

NEST

Information Packet, are available at Rosenwald 293, Speci.l Programs Office.
floaccoaing Committee neetinga are held every Wednesday at 5:00 PM in Roaenvald 281.
All interested students are encouraged to attend.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
Homecoming Queen applications are
due at Roeenvald 293 by 5:00 PM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22
All parade entries are due in
Rosenvald 293 by 5:00 PM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22
All entries are due for Anything Goes
Contest teams in Rosenwald 293 by
5:00 PM.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2
All entries for the 5K Southern Spirit
Run and 1 Mile Fun Kun are due in the
GSC Museum, 2nd floor. Rosenwald.

Georgia Southern College

Sue Ann Freese — Special Programs Office
681-5409
Landrum Box 8063

AT&T

The right choice.

